A REVIEW ON HOTEL REPUTATION: DIMENSIONS AND THEORIES
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Abstract
The last decades have observed an escalating growth of research on corporate reputation because of its importance as a source of competitive advantage. Service industries rely on corporate reputation to differentiate themselves from competitors, and to send different signals to multiple stakeholders about their performance. Nevertheless, reputation in the hotel industry can be damaged easily because of the intangibility and the simultaneous production and consumption of provided services. The current article provides a review on the different dimensions used to measure corporate reputation, also it summarizes the different theories that is used to explain the reputation phenomenon. Finally, it spots the light on some concepts that are different from reputation, however used interchangeably by researchers in many contexts.
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1. Introduction

Hotels are among few industries that spend heavily in building their images and reputations (Lai, 2019). Reputation is considered an important component of hotels’ value and a significant performance indicator, functioning as a signal that lessens customer uncertainty concerning service quality, inspires greater loyalty and word of mouth ((Walsh, Mitchell, Jackson, & Beatty, 2009; Bartikowski, Walsh, & Beatty, 2011; Qoura, & Khalifa, 2016), reduces (future) employees' anxieties about employer characteristics (Cable & Graham, 2000), and clarifies the image to investors about future stock performance (Helm, 2007). Therefore, it shapes different stakeholders’ perceptions of the hotel and guides their behavior. From the perspective of businesses, a good reputation allows them to charge premium prices, recruit high-quality employees, attract new investors, lower their cost of capital (Helm, 2007), and increase the likelihood of joint ventures (Davies, Chun, and Kamins, 2010), strategic alliances (Saxton, 1997), and receive better support from communities and governments (Deephouse, 2000).

Nevertheless, Hotels’ reputations can be easily damaged by extraordinary events such as assassination, pandemic, tragedy or war for many reasons. First, hotel services are intangible assets with unique competencies embedded in recognition, image and prestige (coombs, 2007; Jallat & Shultz, 2011). Second, hotel services are immediate, contextual, and personal in nature where employees interact with customers to deliver the service (Jallat & Shultz, 2011). Next, legitimacy is often improved by Word Of Mouth (WOM) or recommendations; negative WOM communications about an infelicitous experience can be harmful for hotels, this is why service recovery is portion of the common language in the hotel industry (Jallat & Shultz, 2011). Finally, hotel services necessitates huge capital with large fixed costs; barriers to entry are very high and profitability is highly associated to occupancy rate (Jallat & Shultz, 2011). Loss of hotel reputation can swiftly immerse a hotel into chaos and debt, thus its operations are disturbed, and shareholders fall behind supporting its investments (Jallat & Shultz, 2011).

The purpose of this paper is to review the literature on hotel reputation. Specifically, the current article reviews definitions, theories, and distinguishes reputation from other constructs.

2. Reputation Dimensions

The most cited definition for reputation has been developed by Fombrun (1996) as the feelings and perceptions about an organization held by its multiple stakeholders. The literature chronicled multiple dimensions for corporate reputation (Soleimani, 2011b). Rindova, Williamson, Petkova, & Sever (2005) stated that corporate reputation consists of two dimensions are: “Being Good” and “Being Known”, on the other hand, Deephouse & Carter (2005) argued that dimensions are restricted to “Public” and “Financial”. After reviewing the organizational reputation literature, Lange, Lee, & Dai (2011) came to a conclusion that corporate reputation is a multi-dimensional construct which encompasses three dimensions: “Being Known” (level of awareness about an
organization), “Being Known for something” (level of assurance in predicting future behavior of an organization), and Generalized Favorability (level of pleasant or unpleasant judgment about an organization). Unlike Lang et al. (2011), Love & Kraatz (2009) distinguished between three divergent approaches to reputation are, organizational character, symbolic conformity, and technical efficacy. The “Organizational Character” approach suggests that audiences tend to judge an organization based on its actions and the decisions it makes. They presume that a reputable organization holds characters such as reliability, credibility, and trustworthiness (Davies, Chun, da Silva & Roper, 2001; Fombrun, 1996). On the other hand, “Symbolic Conformity” approach suggests that audiences tend to evaluate an organization based on its conformity to the norms and standards within a particular context (Staw & Epstein, 2000). Finally the “Technical Efficacy” perspective argues that audiences tend to assess the reputation of an organization based its tangible outputs such as financial performance, superior product quality, among others. Fombrun, Ponzi, & Newbury (2015) validated and empirically tested an instrument for measuring reputation across five stakeholder groups in six countries. The instrument consists of seven dimensions are: products, innovation, workplace, governance, citizenship, leadership, and performance.

3. Reputation theories

Several theories are used to explain the phenomenon of corporate reputation across contexts. Fombrun (2012; Soleimani, 2011b) discussed several theories are: Agenda-Setting theory, Institutional theory, Identity theory, signaling theory, Social Construction theory, Stakeholder theory, and Resource-Based-View theory, and corporate governance; in order the explain the phenomenon of corporate reputation. The next section will present an overview over the above mentioned theories.

Agenda-Setting theory proposes that the mass media plays a vital role in setting the agenda and guiding the public’s attention toward certain issues and actors (Wartick, 2002). Developing reputation is motivated by the media which rules the technologies that spread information about firms to huge audiences, and the content of information to be distributed (Rindova, Pollock, & Hayward, 2006), and therefore it influences different stakeholders’ perceptions of firms by spotting the light on certain facts (Deephouse, 2000). In this sense, companies that are more visible to the media are in a better position to be remembered by people, and consumers will judge them positively when they are covered by the media in a favorable way (Carroll & McCombs, 2003).

Institutional theory is called upon to illuminate how firms gain legitimacy and social support by developing pleasant status in the social system (Suchman, 2005). Firms’ actions are motivated partly by forces to fit with the existing norms and regulations, and driven by the desire to be regarded as legitimate, and therefore protect a continuing license to work (DiMaggio & Powell, 1996). Institutions are conceptualized by Hearn (2015) as comprising of formal and informal components. Formal components embrace rules and organized structures that guide organizational and human actions. Informal components include cultural norms, values, and customs that affect
behavior. Institutions influence the behavior of firms and the expectations of stakeholders for corporate behavior. Corporate reputation depends in part on corporate behavior, which in turn is affected by national institutions. Moreover, corporate reputation is affected by stakeholders’ expectations about the firm and their customs and values (Deephouse, Newburry, & Soleimani, 2016).

Identity theory stresses on the interdependent features of the corporation that give it coherence, stability, and specificity, and ultimately make it identifiable. It pays attention to the firms’ efforts to define itself by asking self-referential questions such as “Who am I”? Moreover, it seeks to unionize the collective self-understandings of organizational members (Fombrun, 2012). In this sense, customers identify with corporations whose employees interact favorably with them, and thus customers’ perceptions of corporate reputation will be increased. Additionally, public perceptions of corporate reputation (collective self-understandings) tend to affect employees perceptions of reputation (Helm, 2011).

Signaling theory (Spence, 1973) discusses buyer-seller behaviors under conditions of information asymmetry and uncertainty. It assumes that under conditions of uncertainty, sellers have information about product quality that buyers do not have. In view of that, sellers try to push signals such as warranties, return policies, or prices to show quality of their products. The higher the quality of a product, the less the cost of the signal bearded a seller, therefore product quality and signaling cost are negatively correlated.

Signaling process is self-motivated. In the outset, sellers send signals to demonstrate higher quality of their products. Buyer receive and analyze the signals to differentiate sellers and make the transaction. Afterwards, buyers assess the product quality, learn through this experience, and are in a better position to differentiate sellers next time. This learning process continues until a state of equilibrium is achieved (Spence, 1973).

Past research used signaling theory in different contexts such as marketing, management, finance, among others to predict the effects of different signals on desired output factors (e.g. Behrend, Barker, & Thomson, 2009). However, more advanced research (e.g. Soleimani (2011a)) used signaling theory as a theoretical underpinning in order to explain the simultaneous interaction of signals in a hierarchical manner. Interestingly, Soleimani (2011a), examined the simultaneous interaction between country-level factors (economic development, human development, and institutional development), industry characteristics (manufacturing/service, B2B/B2C, controversial/non-controversial), and firm-level factors (financial performance, social performance, firm size) on public perceptions of corporate reputation.

Social construction theory argues that multiple stakeholders are closely involved in a reciprocal process of social construction (Fombrun, 2012). In this view, stakeholders interact with each other and construct a network of analyses characterized by: an extensive reciprocation and analyzes
about firms and their features, a varying amount of understanding and knowledge about the industry and the companies inside it, little agreement about an industry performance standards, and evaluations of firms relative to their rivals; such evaluations are the basis for differences among firms’ reputations. From these interactions, reputational rankings are created, and companies are classified as “Winners” or “Losers” (Rindova & Fombrun, 1999). The literature demonstrated that customer perceived reputation for service businesses such as hotels is highly affected by employees’ perceptions of reputation. Therefore, employees’ and customers’ perceptions of reputation are interrelated with each other through interaction. In addition to the interdependence between customers’ and employees’ perceived corporate reputation, there exists reputational gaps which can explain increase or decline in firm performance. Positive gap exists when employees’ perceptions exceeds customers’ perceived corporate reputation. On the other hand, negative gap exists when customers’ perceptions are higher to employees’ perceived corporate reputation (Davies et. al. 2010).

Stakeholder theory identifies groups of people who have a stake in the firm’s actions and its generated outcomes (Freeman, 1984). In this sense, multiple stakeholders are considered the targets of actions firms should make in an effort to build and sustain legitimacy, or to attract resources. Different stakeholders have a varying degree of power in affecting the firm’s ability to achieve its goals. Therefore, their preferences must be frequently evaluated and monitored if companies wish to move forward in implementing their strategies (Jones, 1995; Fombrun, 2012). Investors, customers, and employees are viewed as primary stakeholders because of the legitimacy, power, and their ability to request for urgent actions on companies. Communities and suppliers are considered either primary or secondary stakeholders depending on their ability to affect firm performance (Fombrun, 2012).

Resource-Based View argues that firms that possess resources that are rare, valuable, and non-substitutable can achieve competitive advantage over its rivals in the marketplace (Barney, 1991). Amit & Schomaker (1993) stated that a firm’s resources are believed to be a source of competitive advantage to the degree that they are scarce, appropriate, specialized, valuable, rare, and difficult to imitate. Corporate reputation is considered a source of competitive advantage since it’s unique, inimitable, and causally ambiguous to observers (Deephouse, 2000; Roberts & Dowling, 2002). The greater the ambiguity, the greater the importance of reputation to multiple stakeholders since it lessens uncertainty regarding features of firms such as product quality (Fombrun, 2012). In this sense, stakeholders give benefit for one firm over another, as result, their favorable perceptions of a firm become a source of competitive advantage (Rindova & Fombrun, 1999).

Ultimately, corporate governance stresses on power competition between shareholders and managers. Accordingly, shareholders may want the firm to pursue financial returns and profit maximization, while managers focus on organizational growth and stability (Jensen, 2001). While several economists argue that shareholders are the owners of the firm and the rights of all other stakeholders are treated as inferior (Jensen, 2001), some research in sociology (e.g. Fiss, 2008)
indicates that different stakeholders such as employees, managers, creditors, among others, can influence the firm and make claims on its resources (Soleimani, 2011b). Accordingly, Countries can be classified as following either a shareholder-or stakeholder centered form of corporate governance (Roe, 2003). Countries following shareholder approach protect shareholders and deem their actions as legitimate. On the opposite side, countries following stakeholder approach help stakeholders to be powerful enough in order to shape beliefs about the forms of corporate behaviors deemed legitimate and favored by society (Fiss & Zajac, 2004; Chen, Newburry, & Park, 2009).

Based on the assumption that determinants of corporate reputation are not universal across countries, and based on a similarity between corporate governance and reputation, Soleimani (2011b) examined how the nations’ differences in the allocation of power and legal rights among stakeholders influence beliefs about corporate reputation. In this sense, Soleimani (2011b) found that in countries where shareholders’ rights are protected, the positive influence of financial performance on public assessment of corporate reputation is greater, while in countries where other stakeholders’ rights such as labor are protected, the positive influence of social performance on public assessment of corporate reputation is greater.

4. Distinguishing Reputation from other constructs

Although corporate reputation may be analogous in meaning to other concepts such as identity, image, legitimacy, organizational climate, among others, however it is not the same. In the outset, the link between corporate identity and corporate reputation has been criticized to be vague (Balmer, 2001), therefore, it’s vital to delineate the relationship between the two constructs. Fombrun (1996) indicates that identity is the underpinning for reputation, and to focus on reputation is also to determine how it deals with its components (Fombun, 1996). In this sense, identity exemplifies what an organization is (Foreman & Whetten, 2002). It consists of the merits of companies that are central, enduring, and distinctive (Albert & Whetten, 1997; Fombrun, 2012), whereas reputation relates to how an organization is perceived in the eyes of its stakeholders (Fombrun et.al. 2015).

While past research (e.g. Dowling, 1986) considered corporate image and reputation analogous and used them interchangeably, however recent research confirmed that corporate image is dissimilar from reputation (e.g. Fombrun, 2012; Lai, 2019). In this meaning, corporate image are mental associations about an organization projected to main stakeholders through organizational leaders (Brown et.al. 2006; Walsh et.al. 2009). Therefore, corporate image consists of the impression that companies make on external stakeholders (Bromley, 1993; Fombrun, 2012). Thus it is controlled by organizations whereas corporate reputation is controlled by perceptions of stakeholders. Lai (2019) examined the influence of hotel image and reputation as separate constructs. The author defined hotel image as the feelings and emotional perceptions of hotel guests towards a hotel from outside sources of info such advertising or other communication channels; on the other hand, hotel reputation was defined as the feeling and perceptions of hotel guests towards a hotel from their personal experience.
guests from real experiences. Finally, Lai (2019) found that hotel image is an antecedent to hotel reputation.

Legitimacy is another construct that is related but different than reputation (Rindova, Pollock, & Hayward, 2006; Fombrun, 2012). Legitimacy is concerned with the supposition that a firm’s actions (products, practices & structures) are appropriate and consistent with societal expectations (Suchman, 1995; Rindova et al., 2006; Fombrun, 2012). Therefore, legitimacy is different than reputation since the former is focused towards organizational actions that are considered accepted and appropriate according to the norms within a socially-constructed system of values and beliefs, whereas the latter is concerned with organizational actions are considered appropriate according to stakeholders’ perceptions. However, stakeholders assess organizations by comparing their legitimate actions which may engender admiration, respect, & trust of one company over another, and therefore reputation is built (Rindova & Fombrun, 1999; Fombrun, 2012). Therefore legitimacy leads to reputations.

Organizational climate is another construct to be distinguished from reputation. It refers to employee interpretations of pertinent organizational policies and procedures. Policies contains strategic goals and means to accomplish them, procedures is concerned with tactics necessary for proper implementation of these policies (Zohar & Luria, 2005). Thus climate refers to employee interpretations of organizational policies and procedures, whereas reputation refers to an overall perceptual evaluation by multiple stakeholders (Fombrun et.al. 2015).

5. Conclusion

The current paper has reviewed many articles on corporate reputation and summed up the different dimensions that are used to measure it. Also it overviewed many theories that can explain the reputation phenomenon across contexts. Finally it cautioned form the interchangeable use between reputation and many other construct such as corporate identity, corporate image, and organizational climate. The use of reputation as a concept in the hotel industry in Lebanon is limited up to my knowledge. Therefore this paper presents an overview about reputation in an effort to open the door for building a model on the antecedents and consequences of corporate reputation in Lebanon.
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